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BLACK SCREEN 

Projector CRANKS an old black and white photo onto the 
screen. A balding scientist, complete with the white lab coat 
and whole getup. 

NARRATOR
Some time ago, This Man opened One 
of the Busiest Psychiatric 
Institutions in History. 

Projector CRANKS to next b&w photo. A modest wooden home, 
backed by a grassy field with a few gravestones scattered 
about. 

NARRATOR (CONT’D)
Now, you may have thought it 
logical for the institution to be a 
common client of One of the Most 
Vacant Funeral Homes Around...

A red X is smacked over the photo, punctuated by a buzzer 
noise. 

NARRATOR (CONT’D)
But you may have thought it 
logical, wrong. 

CRANK back to the same photo of white coat scientist. 

NARRATOR (CONT’D)
This Man saw that it was 
spiritually and financially 
beneficial for the patients to be 
buried in the stark land 
surrounding the institution. 

CRANK, CRANK, CRANK through next three b&w images. 

An attendant stands next to a slumbering patient in an open 
cell. Attendant grimaces and pinches nose.- 

-attendant tilts a wheelbarrow containing the slumbering 
patient into a hole in the dusty ground.-

-Finish on a b&w illustration: the expansive stark field has 
rectangular patches of upturned dirt in a grid formation. No 
gravestones. The cinder block of a building that is the 
institution looms on the horizon. 



NARRATOR (CONT’D)
It wasn’t necessarily a belief, 
more of a general assumption that 
nothing could grow on the stark 
field...

A bright, pinkish-orange flower sprouts with a suction cup 
“pop.” The flower sits still, minding its own business on top 
of an upturned dirt patch. 

NARRATOR (CONT’D)
...an assumption proven wrong by 
some particularly resilient 
wildlife. Greenery grew from every 
grave. 

Marvelous greens, reds, golden-browns (and whatever other 
woodland colors there are) curl up from the graves. 

A deep growl comes from the belly of the Earth. The ground 
trembles. And finally when it can’t hold anymore... trees 
ERUPT from the ground and claw at the sky, like zombie arms 
in horror movies. 

NARRATOR (CONT’D)
Soon enough the land was overly-
grown. The institution was forced 
to relocate the “burial ceremonies” 
to the other side of Hunter’s Lake. 

A translucent version of the photo of the white coat 
scientist fades in over the moving illustration. 

NARRATOR (CONT’D)
This Man died peacefully in his 
sleep and was buried in a quaint, 
family owned cemetery. 

White coat scientist is offed with the red-X-buzzer-noise 
combo. The X’d photo fades away into the moving illustration. 
The growing slows to a stop. Our view of the institution is 
now completely blocked by rich nature. 

NARRATOR (CONT’D)
The institution continued 
operating, and life just went on-

The still illustration gains detail until it’s in limbo 
between a drawing and a real life photo. 
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NARRATOR (CONT’D)
-and on until there wasn’t a soul 
who could recall the days when the 
lively forest was nothing but a 
dead field. 

Real, living scenery bleeds through the identical 
illustration. 

EXT. THE WOODS- AFTERNOON

Jib all the way down to the forest floor. A two foot tall oak 
sapling is chilling in a clearing. 

Adventurous humming comes from off screen. Two heavy duty 
black boots thump into frame and pause. A pair of boney bare 
legs stem from the boots up through the top of frame. The 
humming trails into a pondering “hmmm...” 

Twigs snap off screen. Footsteps. A ring of keys drops from 
the body belonging to the boots. The boots scurry away. 

Two pairs of legs enter from the opposite side that the boots 
exited. One feminine pair wears white sneakers. The second 
pair has navy blue pants, but nothing to cover its big hairy 
feet. 

SECURITY (O.C.)
Hey, what’s that? 

The white sneakers near us, hairy bare feet follow. We rise 
as a female hand snatches up the keys. A woman DOCTOR (early 
30’s) uncuffs the hands of SECURITY guy (mid 50’s.)

SECURITY (CONT’D)
This means he’s been here. 

DOCTOR
Yes. And it more importantly means 
we can finally split up. 

SECURITY
I never agreed to that. 

DOCTOR
It’s the best way to cover land. 
Remember if we don’t have him back 
by nightfall, it’ll be our jobs... 
or are you afraid you’ll be 
embarrassed by a teenager twice in 
a day?
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SECURITY
Of course I’m not! Fine. We can 
split up. But I get my tranq back. 

DOCTOR
You don’t need a tranq. He’s not 
dangerous. 

Security steps in and exposes a side of his face that we 
haven’t seen yet. He points to a deep purple bruise on his 
cheek. 

SECURITY
He’s not dangerous? 

Doctor pulls a tranquilizer handgun from her sweater and 
hands it to Security. 

DOCTOR
All right. But it’s for emergencies 
only. Meet up at Hunter’s by 
sundown, whether you have Tommy or 
not. 

SECURITY
(mock-saluting)

Aye aye, cap’n. 

The two split up off opposite sides of frame. 

We’re left alone with the sapling, once again. But only for a 
brief moment. 

A figure drops into frame and stands up. Oversized black 
boots, bare skinny legs, a white medical paper smock 
scrunched around the waist by a utility belt, and an alert 
face topped by a dishevelled head of hair. This is TOMMY(16)

He continues humming and turns to face a tree. His hands 
fumble around his pelvic region, and then hold still. Three, 
two, one...

The steady tinkle of piss. He lets out a sigh and tilts his 
head to the gods. 

The tinkling stops abruptly. 

Tommy rotates his upper half and shoots a bothered look at 
something. 

After a moment, he turns back to the tree and tinkling 
resumes-

-and stops just as abruptly. His upper half turns again. 
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TOMMY 
Something funny? 

Tommy lets out an irritated grunt, and turns back to the 
tree. He barely pees at all this time. 

He swivels around and paces towards whoever has been 
bothering him. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Listen, buddy. I’m not putting a 
show on here. If you got something 
to say, then say it! 

It appears Tommy is talking to someone on the ground. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Well it sure didn’t look like you 
were minding your “own business.” 
It looked like you were trying to 
get all up in mine!

We tilt with Tommy as he slowly squats down. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
And I’ll have you know, at the end 
of the day, you wont’ve been the 
only guy I tussled with. 

It’s now clear Tommy is addressing the two foot oak sapling. 
His maniacal glare is dead set on the inanimate plant. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Say another word. And believe me, 
I’m praying you’re dumb enough...

His eagerness cracks into regret. He turns away. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
(to himself)

No, no, no!

He places a hand on the tree he just peed on and leans 
against it. He covers his eyes with the other hand. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
(whispering to himself)

You don’t need to be like this. 
Just think and breathe. 

He wipes his nose and turns back towards the sapling. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
I apologize for my outburst. 
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Tommy pops a squat next to the sapling and looks into the 
distance. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
It’s not easy for me, like, 
interacting with others. I’ve 
always been a loner. Not that I 
wanted to be one. That’s just how 
the crumbles of the cookie made it, 
I guess. 

Tears well up in Tommy’s distant eyes. He does his best to 
block them out. This is turning into a real heart to heart 
moment. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
I almost wish I was back at that 
darn psycho hospital. I’m probably 
going to die out in these woods 
now. 

His face hardens. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
But if that’s what I’m meant to do, 
that’s what I’m going to do...

Tommy lowers his head as he accepts his fate. His ears perk 
up. And then his head. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
What’s that? Of course you know 
your way around the woods, you’re a 
plant. 

Light bulb. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Say, you ever dreamt of 
accompanying an outlaw on the run?  

He waits for a response. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Brilliant! 

Tommy springs to his feet. He licks his thumb and lines it up 
with the sun. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
We should find shelter by 
nightfall, which I estimate will be 
in...
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He glances at his watch. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Less than two hours! We better get 
a move on. 

Tommy grabs the sapling by the throat and rips it from the 
earth. We can hear painful crunching of roots. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
By the way, I’m Tommy. You gotta 
name? 

Sapling replies. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Eh... We’ll find something to call 
you. So, which way, my new 
companion? 

Sapling replies. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
As you say. To the east! 

Tommy sets off into the direction of the lowering sun. 

MINI SONG MONTAGE

Tommy disappears from view into the woods. 

TOMMY (V.O.)
(singing)

Setting off into the woods, with my 
bud, the plant. 

A big ugly bug crawls on a leaf. CUT OUT. Tommy smacks the 
bug and knocks it off the leaf. The bug flies away and the 
leaf flops up and down. 

TOMMY (V.O.)
(singing)

And even if we get hungry, we’ll 
live by eating ants! 

Tommy uses a rock to carve an X into a tree. 

TOMMY (V.O.)
(singing)

We make our own trail and landmark 
all the bark-
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Tommy passes through frame. ZOOM IN on a previously marked X 
on a tree. 

TOMMY (V.O.)
(singing)

We’d be off as good getting through 
the woods if we were Lewis’nClark!

EXT. DEEPER INTO THE WOODS-LATE AFTERNOON

Tommy marches towards us with the limp sapling in his hand, 
still singing. 

TOMMY
(singing)

This shall be a great adventure, 
even though we’re lost. 

END MINI SONG MONTAGE 

Big bad trees and other foreboding plants crowd Tommy and the 
sapling on all sides. 

TOMMY
We’re lost. You told me the wrong 
way! 

Tommy listens to sapling. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Oh, don’t give me that. You 
probably wanted me dead the second 
I peed on your tree friend.

Tommy spikes the sapling into the ground and storms away. We 
stay with the limp sapling. 

Soon enough Tommy storms back and picks the sapling up. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Of course I’m not going to leave 
you, duh. But if we’re going to 
make this work, you have to make 
one promise with me. We’ll always 
have each other’s backs. Because 
we’re friends. Partners in crime. 

Sapling replies. Tommy smiles. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Groovy. Wow, I’m dying of thirst. 
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Tommy clicks a water bottle from the utility belt and takes a 
swig. And dramatically spit-sprays it out. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Did I hear what? Shhh, let me 
listen. 

Tommy jolts his head out at an angle to listen. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
I hear it too. Water! 

Tommy excitedly sprints away. 

CUT TO:
Tommy comes up over a small hill and hoots out of joy. 

EXT. LAKESIDE-EVENING 

A peninsula extends out into the placid, silent lake. A small 
wooden boat is tied to a post bolted onto the peninsula. 

TOMMY 
Hunter’s Lake. You pulled through! 

Tommy runs onto the peninsula. He sets down the limp sapling 
and begins to undo the rope to the boat. 

DOCTOR (O.C.)
Tommy, you don’t want to do that!

Tommy freezes. He grabs the sapling and holds it close to his 
chest. He slowly turns to face the Doctor. She stands at the 
base of the peninsula. 

DOCTOR (CONT’D)
You’re going to sink in that thing. 
Please don’t do anything you will 
regret. Just think and breathe. 

TOMMY
I’ve done enough thinking. I think 
I’d rather be with my new friend 
than in that prison!

DOCTOR 
Is that plant your new friend? 

TOMMY
Yeah. We’re tight. 
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DOCTOR
Your friend will never survive 
without proper nourishment. Just 
look, it’s dying. Please set down 
the rope.  

Tommy looks at the rope to the boat in one hand and the dying 
sapling in the other. His grip loosens, and the rope falls to 
the ground. 

DOCTOR (CONT’D)
Good job, Tommy. Now please come 
with me.

HISS of something whizzing through the air, followed by a 
small THUD. Tommy steps back, caught by something. He looks 
down. A dart protrudes from his shoulder. 

TOMMY
Ow. 

Tommy falls to the ground. Doctor rushes over and kneels by 
Tommy. 

DOCTOR
Tommy are you okay? 

TOMMY
(woozy)

Just think and breathe...

Doctor looks up and glares off screen. 

DOCTOR
I said for emergencies only, you 
buffoon! 

Tommy’s POV is blurry, but we can still make out the Doctor 
above, and barefoot Security off in the distance. Whatever 
they are saying is too muffled to understand, but it doesn’t 
really matter now. Our view shrinks onto the dying sapling in 
Tommy’s open hand, and into blackness. 

Silence. 

BEEP...BEEP. 

FADE IN to a pleasantly out of focus, glowy-white image.

Two figures crane from either side of frame. They could be 
humans. But as we gain focus, we see that they are not. Two 
trees peer down at us.

CUT OUT:
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INT. HOSPITAL ROOM

The usual hospital room set up with unusual accessories. 
Family photos of trees on the bedside table. A brain sticks 
out of a plant pot. The sapling lays in the hospital bed, 
with a tree at either side. 

The entire scene is silent except for the ambient hospital 
room noises. All dialog is given to us through yellow 
subtitles. 

SAPLING
Where am I? 

MOMMA TREE
You’re in the hospital, syrup. 

SAPLING
Why?

MOMMA TREE
Your father and I were concerned 
for your health. 

POPPA TREE 
Go on, tell him. 

SAPLING
What’s dad talking about? 

MOMMA TREE
Syrup, your father and I found you 
talking to... humans. 

POPPA TREE
Talking to humans as if they were 
plants for crying out loud!

MOMMA TREE
And we’ve decided...

POPPA TREE
We’re sending you to a psychiatric 
institution far away.

End on the sapling.

  CUT TO BLACK
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FADE IN 

Tommy sits across from someone. He apathetically stares off 
into some void in the floor. 

DOCTOR (O.C.)
You’ve shown great improvement from 
the little incident a few months 
back. But you have yet to explain 
why you did it, why you wanted to 
escape. 

Tommy shows no response. 

DOCTOR (O.C.) (CONT’D)
Do you think you could explain that 
to me now? 

CUT OUT:

INT. DOCTOR’S OFFICE-DAY 

Doctor sits next to her desk and across from Tommy. Tommy 
lifts his head up. 

TOMMY
I thought maybe there was someone 
out there that could understand me.

Beat.

DOCTOR
And did you find that person? 

TOMMY 
No. I found someone better... 
someone I could understand. 

Doctor holds her eyes on this enigmatic boy.

CUT TO:

INT. HALLWAY OUTSIDE TOMMY’S CELL-LATER

Security escorts Tommy to his cell. Resentful silence. 

SECURITY
How’s the shoulder, sleepy boy? 

Instead of replying, Tommy moves his eyes to the nightstick 
attached to Security’s utility belt. 
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Security catches on and protectively hovers his hand over the 
weapon. There’s still a bruise on his cheek.  

They arrive at the door. 

SECURITY (CONT’D)
Oh. I’m supposed to give you this. 

He hands Tommy a folded index card. Tommy suspiciously takes 
it and unfolds. 

It reads: “I HAD TO WAIT UNTIL I KNEW YOU WERE READY. HOPE 
YOU UNDERSTAND.”

INT. TOMMY’S CELL-DAY 

Buzzer noise. Security swings the door open. Tommy enters. 
Door swings shut.

Tommy stands for a moment in overly excited shock. 

We move out to see the sapling on a bedside table. Tommy 
leaps over and gives the sapling a hug. 

TOMMY
You’re alive! You’re one tough 
cookie aren’t you? Hmmm...what 
about Tough Cookie. How’s that for 
a nickname? 

Sapling interjects. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Oh you have a better one, huh? 
Let’s hear it. 

Sapling tells him. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
Wow! I like it! Sorta simple, sorta 
edgy, one hundred percent legit. 
But, hey, enough fooling around... 

Tommy reaches into his paper smock. 

TOMMY (CONT’D)
There are some things that need to 
be fixed around here before we even 
think about our next escape. It’s 
about time we start planning “Tommy 
and the Bad Seed Episode 2: Revenge 
on the Security Guard.” 
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Tommy pulls out a ring of keys and dangles it in front of the 
Bad Seed. 

CUT TO:

INT. OUTSIDE CELL-CONTINUOUS 

We look into the cell through the window. To anyone else, 
it’s just another basket case talking to a plant. But to us, 
it’s Tommy and the Bad Seed plotting their next adventure.

SLOWLY FADE

...TO BLACK
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